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This is the ninth volume of the 15-volume series of The World’s Story: a history of the World in 
story, song and art, edited by Eva March Tappan. Each book is a compilation of selections 
from prose literature, poetry and pictures and offers a comprehensive presentation of the 
world's history, art and culture, from the early times till the beginning of the 20th century. Part 
IX deals with the first part of the history of England, from the early times till the reign of the 
Tudor kings and queens. Chapters include stories about King Arthur, William the Conqueror, 
Robin Hood, Queen Elizabeth and many others. - Summary by Sonia

Cast list for A messenger from Rome:

Cymbeline: alanmapstone / Lucius: Jim Locke / Queen: Devorah Allen / Cloten: Tomas Peter / 
Narrator: Sonia

Cast list for Prince Arthur and the keeper Hubert:

Hubert: Jim Locke / First Executioner: Devorah Allen / Arthur: Tomas Peter / Narrator: Sonia

Cast list for Two scenes in the life of Henry V:
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Warwick: Jim Locke / Chief Justice: Adrian Stephens / Lancaster: Todd HW / Gloucester: 
SaraHale / Clarence: Sandra Schmit / Narrator: Sonia

Cast list for The fall of Cardinal Wolsey:

Wolsey: Jim Locke / Cromwell: alanmapstone / Narrator: Sonia
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